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EL LIBRO COMPLEMENTARIO DE LA CONOCIDA SERIE DOCUMENTAL DE PBS Latino americanos
relata la rica y variada historia de los Latinos que han contribuido a darle forma a nuestra
nación, y quienes se han convertido --con más de 50 millones de personas-- en la minoría más
numerosa de los Estados Unidos. Este complemento de la conocida miniserie de PBS relata, de
manera vívida y franca, cómo la historia de los lationamericanos es la historia de nuestro
país. El aclamado periodista y autor Ray Suarez explora las vidas de hombres y mujeres
latinoamericanos en un periodo de quinientos años, e incluye una gama épica de experiencias
que abarca desde los primeros asentamientos europeos al Destino Manifiesto; del Salvaje
Oeste a la Guerra Fría; de la Gran Depresión a la globalización; de la Guerra HispanoEstadounidense al movimiento de los derechos civiles. Latino americanos comparte las luchas
personales y los éxitos de inmigrantes, poetas, soldados y muchos otros: individuos que han
causado un impacto en la historia y aquellos cuyas extraordinarias vidas iluminan la época en
que vivieron, así como el legado de estos sensacionales estadounidenses.
An account of the rise and fall of pornography kings Jim and Artie Mitchell describes how their
success with Behind the Green Door and other adult films ended in tragedy when Jim,
addicted to drugs and violence, shot and killed Artie in cold blood. Reissue.
Learning to rank refers to machine learning techniques for training a model in a ranking task.
Learning to rank is useful for many applications in information retrieval, natural language
processing, and data mining. Intensive studies have been conducted on its problems recently,
and significant progress has been made. This lecture gives an introduction to the area
including the fundamental problems, major approaches, theories, applications, and future
work. The author begins by showing that various ranking problems in information retrieval
and natural language processing can be formalized as two basic ranking tasks, namely
ranking creation (or simply ranking) and ranking aggregation. In ranking creation, given a
request, one wants to generate a ranking list of offerings based on the features derived from
the request and the offerings. In ranking aggregation, given a request, as well as a number of
ranking lists of offerings, one wants to generate a new ranking list of the offerings. Ranking
creation (or ranking) is the major problem in learning to rank. It is usually formalized as a
supervised learning task. The author gives detailed explanations on learning for ranking
creation and ranking aggregation, including training and testing, evaluation, feature creation,
and major approaches. Many methods have been proposed for ranking creation. The methods
can be categorized as the pointwise, pairwise, and listwise approaches according to the loss
functions they employ. They can also be categorized according to the techniques they employ,
such as the SVM based, Boosting based, and Neural Network based approaches. The author
also introduces some popular learning to rank methods in details. These include: PRank, OC
SVM, McRank, Ranking SVM, IR SVM, GBRank, RankNet, ListNet & ListMLE, AdaRank, SVM
MAP, SoftRank, LambdaRank, LambdaMART, Borda Count, Markov Chain, and CRanking. The
author explains several example applications of learning to rank including web search,
collaborative filtering, definition search, keyphrase extraction, query dependent
summarization, and re-ranking in machine translation. A formulation of learning for ranking
creation is given in the statistical learning framework. Ongoing and future research directions
for learning to rank are also discussed. Table of Contents: Learning to Rank / Learning for
Ranking Creation / Learning for Ranking Aggregation / Methods of Learning to Rank /
Applications of Learning to Rank / Theory of Learning to Rank / Ongoing and Future Work
With great detail this book outlines all of the techniques needed to repair and restore Leica
cameras, lenses, and accessories?including light meters, winders/motors, viewfinders, and
flash units. Each model of equipment is discussed individually with step-by-step illustrated
instructions. Readers will not only learn how to disassemble and repair equipment, but also
how to troubleshoot and make cosmetic restorations. A glossary of technical terms and an
abstract containing the basic fundamentals of camera repair are also included.
Money, Power, and Pleasure in the Sex Work Industry
The Dark Net
The Philosophy Behind the Matrix Trilogy
Kurt Cobain
Ellie Personalized Girls Journal Notebook. Attractive Large 8x10 Lined Cute Girly Notebook
Design with Cartoon Night Stars Theme. the Cutest Notebook Personalized for Ellie. Cute
Cartoon Letter Initial Monogram.
Secrets of a Webcam Girl
This book is a critical and ethnographic study of camgirls: women who broadcast themselves over the web for the general public while trying to cultivate a
measure of celebrity in the process. The book's over-arching question is, What does it mean for feminists to speak about the personal as political in a
networked society that encourages women to 'represent' through confession, celebrity, and sexual display, but punishes too much visibility with conservative
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censure and backlash? The narrative follows that of the camgirl phenomenon, beginning with the earliest experiments in personal homecamming and
ending with the newest forms of identity and community being articulated through social networking sites like Live Journal, YouTube, MySpace, and
Facebook. It is grounded in interviews, performance analysis of events transpiring between camgirls and their viewers, and the author's own experiences as
an ersatz camgirl while conducting the research.
Mary was an ordinary schoolgirl who never thought about having crazy adventures. One day, she was captured by an alien and sent to another planet for
an experiment, but it was a failure. When the experiment failed, she was sent back to Earth by a UFO. Then she experienced another adventure, going
back to her past life as a queen who was a fish. Will she be able to return to her present life? Age Range: 8-10 (Third/Fourth/Fifth grade)
This book is for readers who want to know more about Apache Kafka at a hands-on level; the key audience is those with software development experience
but no prior exposure to Apache Kafka or similar technologies. It is also useful for enterprise application developers and big data enthusiasts who have
worked with other publisher-subscriber-based systems and want to explore Apache Kafka as a futuristic solution.
Our major drive to eat centers around pleasure. But without understanding the nature of food pleasure and perception, we can't make useful modifications
to food. Why Humans Like Junk Food: Edible Pleasure Explainedexplores, for the first time, the physiological basis for "food pleasure" and why these
cravings occur. Author Steven Witherly chronicles how chefs and food scientists make our favorite foods taste irresistible. He also simplifies and outlines the
various food-related pleasure principles through the use of general observations, aphorisms, and theories. Witherly shares the reasons why we like everything
from gourmet coffee to Southern fried chicken, culinary secrets of the top chefs, and the eight biggest cooking mistakes amateurs make. Without even
opening a cookbook, Witherly can show you how to use ingredients that will add the most pleasure to your culinary experience. For the everyday cook,
dietician, food scientist, or professional chef, this revolutionary guide can help you improve your cooking by explaining the physiological power of greattasting food!
A Young Man's Search for Justice for the USS Indianapolis
Proceedings of the Annual General Conference, 06-09 July 1989
The Taxi-Dance Hall
Camgirl Manual
Leadership Coaching
Like a Splinter in Your Mind
For fans of sea battles, adventures, and war stories like Unbroken, this is the incredible true story of a boy
who helps to bring closure to the survivors of the tragic sinking of the USS Indianapolis, and helps exonerate
the ship’s captain fifty years later. Hunter Scott first learned about the sinking of the USS Indianapolis by
watching the movie Jaws when he was just eleven-years-old. This was fifty years after the ship had sunk,
throwing more than 1,000 men into shark-infested waters—a long fifty years in which justice still had not
been served. It was just after midnight on July 30, 1945 when the USS Indianapolis was torpedoed by a
Japanese submarine. Those who survived the fiery sinking—some injured, many without life
jackets—struggled to stay afloat as they waited for rescue. But the United States Navy did not even know
they were missing. As time went on, the Navy needed a scapegoat for this disaster. So it court-martialed the
captain for “hazarding” his ship. The survivors of the Indianapolis knew that their captain was not to blame.
For fifty years they worked to clear his name, even after his untimely death. But the navy would not
budge—not until Hunter entered the picture. His history fair project on the Indianapolis soon became a
crusade to restore the captain’s good name and the honor of the men who served under him. Praise for Left
for Dead: Christopher Award Winner An ALA-YALSA Best Nonfiction for Young Adults Book “Compelling,
dreadful, and amazing.”—VOYA “This exciting, life-affirming book about war heroics and justice . . . proves
without question the impact one student can have on history.”—Booklist “Well written and well documented
… this excellent presentation fills a void in most World War II collections “—School Library Journal “Young
readers . . . will no doubt be inspired by the youth’s tenacity—and by the valor of those who served on the
Indianapolis.”—The Horn Book
This book takes readers behind the screen to uncover how digital technologies have affected the UK sex
industry. The authors use extensive new datasets to explore the working practices, safety and regulation of
the sex industry, for female, male and trans sex workers primarily working in the UK. Insights are given as to
how sex workers use the internet in their everyday working lives, appropriating social media, private online
spaces and marketing strategies to manage their profiles, businesses and careers. Internet Sex Work also
explores safety strategies in response to new forms of crimes experienced by sex workers, as well as policing
responses. The book will be of interest to students and scholars across a range of social science disciplines,
including gender studies, socio-legal studies, criminology and sociology.
Law underlies our society - it protects our rights, imposes duties on each of us, and establishes a framework
for the conduct of almost every social, political, and economic activity. The punishment of crime,
compensation of the injured, and the enforcement of contracts are merely some of the tasks of a modern
legal system. It also strives to achieve justice, promote freedom, and protect our security. The result is a
system that, while it touches all of our daily lives, is properly understood by only a few, with its impenetrable
jargon, obsolete procedures, and interminable stream of Byzantine statutes and judgments of the courts. This
clear, jargon-free Very Short Introduction aims to redress that balance, as it introduces the essentials of law
and legal systems in a lively, accessible, and stimulating manner. Explaining the main concepts, terms, and
processes of the legal system, it focuses on the Western tradition (the common law and the civil law), but
also includes discussions of other legal systems, such as customary law and Islamic law. And it looks to the
future too, as globalization and rapid advances in technology place increasing strain on our current legal
system. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in
a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to
make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Kurt CobainVictor Gollancz
Johnny Texas
Soltrey
Lasers in Neurosurgery
Beyond the Gaze
Prostitution in Denmark
Life Lessons for Mastering the Law of Attraction
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Looking at the full range of cybercrime,and computer security he shows how the increase in personal
computing power available within a globalized communications network has affected the nature of and
response to criminal activities. We have now entered the world of low impact, multiple victim crimes in which
bank robbers, for example, no longer have to meticulously plan the theft of millions of dollars. New
technological capabilities at their disposal now mean that one person can effectively commit millions of
robberies of one dollar each. Against this background, David Wall scrutinizes the regulatory challenges that
cybercrime poses for the criminal (and civil) justice processes, at both the national and the international
levels. Book jacket.
A new collection of sizzling, all-true lesbian erotica. Intense and vibrantly real lesbian erotica in the spirit of
Skin Deep and Wet.
The first inside look at how sex workers use webcams to make a living The erotic webcam industry, also known
as “camming,” is a thriving global business. Angela Jones takes readers inside this multi-billion dollar
industry, revealing how its workers experience intimacy, community, empowerment—and, as she compellingly
argues, pleasure. Drawing on in-depth interviews, survey data, web analytics, and more, Jones highlights not
only the dangers, but also the rewards, of working in one of the most taboo corners of the Internet. She
provides an inside look at the public and private shows between cam models and their customers, from exotic
dancing and pornographic videos, to masturbation shows and erotic chatrooms. A fascinating, much-needed
glimpse into the lives of cam models, Camming takes us behind the webcam lens to experience the power of
erotic labor in the twenty-first century.
This cute girly colorful Ellie personalized sketchbook/ blank book journal cover has been personalized with
YOUR name and includes your initial in a unique cartoon letter font style. A very cute cartoon stars theme.
Perfect for capturing you creative ideas, recording important memories or sketching out you genius cute sassy
plans. Each page has an attractive star border and the rest is blank, lined, free for you to add your creative
input and make notes. Personalized blank book for notes, journaling and sketching. Dimensions 8x10
professional arty glossy cover standard 60gsm paper
Leadership and Management in the Hospitality Industry
Model Flirt
Why Humans Like Junk Food
Manpower Development for Social Welfare Towards the Year 2000
Harassment in the Internet Age and how to Protect Your Family
A Sociological Study in Commercialized Recreation and City Life

The title story of David Wesley's forthcoming short story collection. Set at the New Jersey Shore, a gambling oil mogul meets a mysterious
woman during the peak hours of Hurricane Sandy.
From video vixen to happy endings – one woman reveals all! How far would you go to pay the bills? Secrets of a Webcam Girl is the true story
of a woman’s transition from business suit to birthday suit. Struggling to pay the bills working in real estate after the housing bubble burst,
Annabelle answers an online ad promising a big salary while working from home. From stripping and performing sex shows online, she
begins to experiment with other areas of sex work, eventually prompting a foray from webcam to massage table. Although the clients and
money are plentiful, Annabelle finds it increasingly difficult to keep her secret life hidden from her family, friends and boyfriend,
particularly as client boundaries blur. Told with candour and wit, this behind-the-scenes memoir reveals her patrons’ fetishes, infidelities and
surprising stories while offering stunning revelations about the life of an empowered webcam girl. This erotic memoir will soon be on the tip
of everyone’s tongue!
An NPR Best Book of the Year Included in The Washington Post's Notable Nonfiction of the Year An Independent and New Statesman Book
of the Year Beyond the familiar online world that most of us inhabit—a world of Google, Facebook, and Twitter—lies a vast and often
hidden network of sites, communities, and cultures where freedom is pushed to its limits, and where people can be anyone, or do anything,
they want. This is the world of Bitcoin, 4chan, and Silk Road, of radicalism, crime, and pornography. This is the Dark Net. In this important
and revealing book, Jamie Bartlett takes us deep into the digital underworld and presents an extraordinary look at the internet we don't know.
Beginning with the rise of the internet and the conflicts and battles that defined its early years, Bartlett reports on trolls, pornographers, drug
dealers, hackers, political extremists, Bitcoin programmers, and vigilantes—and puts a human face on those who have many reasons to stay
anonymous. Rich with historical research and revelatory reporting, The Dark Net is an unprecedented, eye-opening look at a world that
doesn't want to be known.
After Erwin Lutzer, senior pastor of the Moody Church, and his wife, Rebecca, realized that memorizing Scripture has nearly become a lost
pursuit today, they decided to create this practical, relevant resource filled with powerful verses and insightful explanations to help stimulate
a spiritual hunger in readers’ own lives. With more than 35 topics and questions for reflection and further study, readers will discover how
God’s Word will: sustain them in times of need comfort them in seasons of sorrow strengthen their hearts in times and areas of weakness
direct their steps and decisions toward God’s will These handpicked verses provide a foundation of wisdom and hope to show readers who God
is and what He has done for them, as well as who they are and how they can successfully live the Christian life.
The Disciplines, Skills, and Heart of a Christian Coach
7 Essential Ingredients for Living a Prosperous Life
The Law Weekly
Latino Americans
A Social History of Sleeping Sickness in Northern Zaire, 1900-1940
Cybercrime

Leadership Coaching is an essential tool for anyone who wants to learn to coach or improve their coaching
skills. Written by a top Christian coach trainer, it is filled with real-life stories, practical tools and application
exercises that bring coaching techniques to life. Part I is an in-depth look at how coaching fits with the purposes
of God. Starting with key biblical concepts about how God builds leaders, this book goes beyond proof-texting
to present an integrated, values-based paradigm for leadership coaching. Part II uses a hands-on, interactive
approach to show you how to coach. Utilizing the seven key elements of effective coaching as a framework,
each facet of the coaching relationship is explained in detail. Then follow-up Master Class sections help you
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internalize the key concepts and try them out in real life. Leadership coaching is a great introduction to a
powerful way of helping others grow.
LINUX OPERATIONS AND ADMINISTRATION introduces readers to Linux operations and system administration
through a unified installation, using virtual machines. This text is more effective than those that take a
professional approach because it eliminates confusion from working with differing hardware configurations,
while allowing users to test interoperability between Linux and Windows. Detailed, yet reader-friendly, Linux
Operations and Administration makes it easy to learn Linux and practice it with helpful in-text features like
learning objectives and key terms, as well as items for self assessment such as review questions, hands-on
activities, and case projects. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
In their personal lives, people consider it essential to separate economics and intimacy. We have, for example, a
long-standing taboo against workplace romance, while we see marital love as different from prostitution
because it is not a fundamentally financial exchange. In The Purchase of Intimacy, Viviana Zelizer mounts a
provocative challenge to this view. Getting to the heart of one of life's greatest taboos, she shows how we all
use economic activity to create, maintain, and renegotiate important ties--especially intimate ties--to other
people. In everyday life, we invest intense effort and worry to strike the right balance. For example, when a wife's
income equals or surpasses her husband's, how much more time should the man devote to household chores or
child care? Sometimes legal disputes arise. Should the surviving partner in a same-sex relationship have
received compensation for a partner's death as a result of 9/11? Through a host of compelling examples, Zelizer
shows us why price is central to three key areas of intimacy: sexually tinged relations; health care by family
members, friends, and professionals; and household economics. She draws both on research and materials
ranging from reports on compensation to survivors of 9/11 victims to financial management Web sites and
advice books for same-sex couples. From the bedroom to the courtroom, The Purchase of Intimacy opens a
fascinating new window on the inner workings of the economic processes that pervade our private lives.
Like a Splinter in Your Mind leads readers through the myriad of philosophical themes within the Matrix trilogy,
helping them to gain a better understanding of the films and of philosophy itself. Offers a way into philosophy
through the Matrix films. Covers thirteen of the biggest philosophical questions in thirteen self-sufficient
chapters suitable for course use. Demonstrates how each of these questions is illustrated through the events
and characters of the films. Considers whether sentient machines are possible, and whether we should expect
them to face the same existentialist issues that we do. Familiarises readers with key issues in metaphysics,
epistemology, ethics, philosophy of mind, race and gender, existentialism, Taoism and mysticism. Includes a
chapter that explains some of the technical elements of the films and confusing aspects of the plot. Also
includes a Matrix glossary, and a cast of characters and their related symbolism.
A Memoir
Law: A Very Short Introduction
Celebrity and Community in the Age of Social Networks
Inside the Digital Underworld
Learning to Rank for Information Retrieval and Natural Language Processing, Second Edition
In the early days of Texas history, ten-year-old Johann comes from Germany with his
family to settle in this vast land and soon grows to love his new home.
First published in 1932, The Taxi-Dance Hall is Paul Goalby Cressey’s fascinating study
of Chicago’s urban nightlife—as seen through the eyes of the patrons, owners, and dancersfor-hire who frequented the city’s notoriously seedy “taxi-dance” halls. Taxi-dance
halls, as the introduction notes, were social centers where men could come and pay to
dance with “a bevy of pretty, vivacious, and often mercenary” women. Ten cents per dance
was the usual fee, with half the proceeds going to the dancer and the other half to the
owner of the taxi-hall. Cressey’s study includes detailed maps of the taxi-dance
districts, illuminating interviews with dancers, patrons, and owners, and vivid analyses
of local attempts to reform the taxi-dance hall and its attendees. Cressey’s study
reveals these halls to be the distinctive urban consequence of tensions between a young,
diverse, and economically independent population at odds with the restrictive regulations
of Prohibition America. Thick with sexual vice, ethnic clashes, and powerful
undercurrents of class, The Taxi-Dance Hall is a landmark example of Chicago sociology,
perfect for scholars and history buffs alike.
Life Lessons for Mastering the Law of Attraction teaches you what you need to know about
living the Law of Attraction and how to create your own personal success through its
concepts.
What makes human language unique? Do women speak differently from men? Just what is the
meaning of "meaning"? Language: The Basics provides a concise introduction to the study
of language. Written in an engaging and entertaining style, it encourages the reader to
think about the way language works. It features: * chapters on 'Language in Use',
'Attitudes to Language', 'Children and Language' and 'Language, Mind and Brain' * a
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section on sign language * a glossary of key terms * handy annotated guides to further
reading. Providing an accessible overview of a fascinating subject, this is an essential
book for all students and anyone who's ever been accused of splitting an infinitive.
My Incredible Adventures
Camming
The Colonial Disease
Leica Camera Repair Handbook
Learning Apache Kafka Second Edition
Life-Changing Bible Verses You Should Know
Med udgangspunkt i bl.a. interviews med prostituerede og fagpersoner, belyses de prostitueres levevilkår, samt omfanget af
prostitution. Det konkluderes at de enkelte prostitueredes vurdering af egen situation beror på graden af økonomisk
afhængighed, samt social inklusion eller eksklusion i samfundet
Jasmine Jade has been in the adult industry and camming since 1999. She has been featured on DVDs, appeared on many
websites, magazines and also TV. There are not many performers who have been successfully camming longer than Jasmine.
She performs on multiple sites, including Cam4 as their longest running Super Show (for over 5 years, continuously drawing
top-ranked audiences). She is still active in the adult industry performing on DVD's, hosting workshops, appearing at
conventions and more. She is also the Headmistress running Toronto's busiest dungeon and is known well in many
communities. All of the content in Camgirl Manual was written by Jasmine to help give camgirls a better and quicker start.
Camming is more competitive than ever and there is more information out there than ever. This can be overwhelming for
someone looking to get started. The information in this book was assembled so that camgirls can have easy access to the
right information early in their pursuit of knowledge. "I wrote this book to help new girls that don't have time to search
through mountains of information just so they can begin. This book was not meant to replace other research but is meant as a
headstart for camgirls so they can get up to speed faster with the information in one place." After reading Camgirl Manual
you will be ready faster and do better right from the start.
This is the first book devoted entirely to an examination of cyberstalking's causes and consequences, as well as advice for
protecting yourself and your loved ones.
Here is the first biography to explore, with shocking detail, the drama that formed this troubled, tragic rock star. Neither an
apology nor a condemnation, Kurt Cobain presents a vivid insider's view of the life and death of a man who galvanized a
generation and gave birth to the "grunge" revolution with his band Nirvana. Sandford portrays the provocative, small-town
rebel with the talent of John Lennon, and then shows him at work on concert stages in Seattle, New York, and London.
Readers follow the struggles of Cobain's emotional life-his tumultuous relationships with family and his fellow band members,
his drug addiction and sexual appetite, his stormy marriage to Courtney Love, and the birth of his daughter, who, as Cobain
wrote in his suicide note, "reminds me too much of who I used to be." During his research, Sandford has had access to
Cobain's family, his colleagues, his former friends and lovers, and even author William S. Burroughs, whom Cobain
considered to be his "greatest influence." The result is a graphic account of the life that led to the day in April 1994 when
Cobain turned a shotgun on himself and became a martyr to disaffected youth around the world.
Camgirls
X-Rated
True Tales of Lesbian Lust
Linux Operations and Administration
Language: The Basics
E Is for Ellie

A case-study in the history of sleeping sickness, relating it to the western 'civilising
mission'.
The 500-year Legacy that Shaped a Nation
Left for Dead
Driving Until Dawn
Cyberstalking
Show and Tell
The Purchase of Intimacy
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